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Would like to congratulate you on your purchase of the

Three Stage Rocket

The Three Stage Rocket is a foot-controllable energy bundle waiting to unleash its power! The drive is build
around the Big Fella, part of the Lunastone True OverDrive pedal family. This concept makes it extremely
transparent and non-over-saturating even at very high gain, unlike most other quality boutique overdrives and
distortions. In addition to this, the wide gain range and ﬂexibility of the Three Stage Rocket, makes it suitable for
almost any guitar rig as it follows the shift of guitar and amp, melting it all into one big fat unit, that has to be tied to
the launch pad, not to leave the earth to soon!
Three Stage Rocket is a signature overdrive for the Danish guitarist Søren Andersen,
developed in a collaboration between LunaStone and Søren.

Tone

Lets you dial in the desired
amount of high end sparkle
on the overdrive side of the
pedal

Level
Boost

Controls the
volume level of
the boost side of
the pedal

Sets the overall volume
level of the overdrive
side of the pedal
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Gain OD2

Controls the amount
of overdrive in the
second gain stage

Gain OD1

Controls the amount
of overdrive in the
ﬁrst gain stage

DC9V

Pre/Post Boost

Places the boost
function before or after
the drive circuit,
letting you either push
the drive even further
or lifting the overall
output level of the
pedal for solos.

Boost
Post

The boost works
indipendently of the
drive section
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Three Stage Rocket

Drive

OD2/ OD1

Foot switch no.3

Foot switch no.1

True Over Drive

Turns the boost on
or oﬀ

LED

Indicates
on/oﬀ status

Turns the overdrive
eﬀect on or oﬀ

Foot switch no.2

Lets you select between the
ﬁrst and second gain stage
of the drive side of the pedal

POWER:

You can use any standard 9V power supply with negative center polarity
or a 9V battery.
The battery can be accessed by unscrewing the six screws on the back of the pedal.

For more information please visit our website at

www.lunastone.dk

